
Thank you for buying profit prime. With
purchase you are able to contact me on

skype for support.

To get started with Profit Prime I
recommend you find some locations
that you can sell virtual items. You

already have hackforums as one and I
highly recommend getting more if you

want to be successful. Hackforums alone
can bring you in a steady income online

if you know what you’re doing. I am here
to teach you how to do it.



For this guide you are going to learn how
to buy something cheap and sell it for
more. This may seem like something

that is noobie, but it is way over looked.
You can easily find someone selling a

virtual product and go list it elsewhere
for a higher price in order to turn a

profit.

First, we are going to talk about selling
xbox live. Xbox live is a membership to
the xbox live network for xbox gaming.

You can easily find membership codes in
these places



http://www.ebay.com/sch/i.html?_trksi
d=p2050601.m570.l1313.TR0.TRC0.H0.X
xbox+live&_nkw=xbox+live&_sacat=0&_

from=R40
http://www.hackforums.net/forumdispl

ay.php?fid=189
http://www.cheapxboxlivecodes.com/
Some people on hack forums will sell

codes in bulk. I also recommend
checking out exploits such as the skittles
method in order to gain free 7 day trials,
which can be sold. You are going to get
these codes and bring them to gaming

forums. A simple search online can show
you many gaming forums where you can



sell these codes for more! You can of
course sell them on hack forums too.
Another very good service to resell
would be graphics. There are many

talented grapic artists on hackforums
that you can use their work to re-sell it
in the areas listed above. You can find

graphic artists here:
http://www.hackforums.net/forumdispl

ay.php?fid=219

So now you’re wondering how can you
turn this into your own method? Well,
all you will need to do is browse things
that people are selling on any site and



see if you can find a target audience that
would like them on another site. I highly
recommend outsourcing services from
places like warriorforums, hackforums,
and blackhatworld. You can easily go on
these sites right now and find something
you can sell on the other one for profit.

I recommend trying several services until
you find one that is in high demand and
people are will to pay the extra buck to

get.

Feel free to contact me on skype and we
will work together in finding your own

niche!


